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Introduction
With a little time on my hands and keen to catch up on my sailing after a gap
of three summers, I decided that it would be fun to "sail" back home after our
family holiday. Luing is a small island on the West coast of Scotland just
south of Oban. Home is Kirriemuir north of Dundee. Instead of having to sail
round the top of Scotland I decided to take the easy route via the Crinan
Canal, Loch Fyne, the Kyles of Bute, the Clyde, the Forth & Clyde Canal and
the Firths of Forth and Tay. Most of the route was through relatively
sheltered waters and unless the wind was favourable the canals were likely to
be all motoring.
The Crinan canal and the Kyles of Bute are famous beauty spots well worth a
visit. My eldest daughter is at University in Glasgow so I have recently come
to know the city a little - it would be interesting to see it from another
viewpoint. It would also give me a chance to see the recently reopened Forth
& Clyde Canal.

Saturday 13t April; Luing to Craignish

We have stayed on Luing (a small island south of Oban) several times, in the
house of a friend. it faces Mull, Jura, Scarba and the Garvellachs and on a
clear day a tiny corner of Colonsay. It also provides a grand panorama of all
the boats passing up the sound of Luing - the main route between Crinan
and points north. With all possible combinations of wind, cloud and tide the
view is never the same two days running. 1 go to sail, ShAn goes to read
books and the four 'children" can do as they please. in April this does not
include much sailing but fortunately my eldest daughter's boyfriend came



with us and was keen to try sailing so he was press-ganged into crewing all
week and also volunteered for part of the journey back.
After the holiday on Luing, lain and I set off on the journey home to Dundee
by Wayfarer at Spm on cold, grey afternoon with a helpful westerly F3 wind
as the south-going ebb was about to start. Once south of Luing the wind died
and we gradually reduced our expectations of where we would end up that
night. The area, which lies between the Gulf of Corryvreckan and the Dorus
Mor, is notorious for strong tides and dangerous conditions when strong
winds are blowing against the tide. However, in light winds with neap tides it
seemed calm enough.
In the end we took what tide there was towards the end of the Craignish
peninsular and sailed into Achanarnich bay at 8.00pm in the gathering gloom
to do battle with the newly acquired Mk 1 boat tent. The rain tested the
waterproofing of the canvas during the night but failed to penetrate it.
With all the food and camping and sailing gear it required some careful
planning to make enough space to sleep on the floor. We opted for heads aft
and i removed the aft bench on my side while lain merely tied up the leg of
the bench on his side and slept under It, leaving useful storage space above.
We were both contented with our own arrangement and continued it on the
following nights. I was surprised that the thwart did not restrict movement
and sleeping was unexpectedly comfortable!

Sunday 14' April Craignish to Crinan

We woke to steady rain but by the time we left at 9.lOam the rain had
stopped and things were looking up.
During the early season the Crinan canal is closed on Sundays. This gave us
an additional day to enjoy the sound of Jura. Dorus Mor proved a mystery,



we sailed towards it in light winds with the ebb tide and despite being in mid
channel the tide did not pull us through.
Instead we found ourselves pushed south to the west of Carbh Reisa. The
wind soon picked up and we were reaching down the sound of Jura at up to
8.5 knots over the ground (2-3kn of tide).
Our target was Carsaig Bay which faces west across the sound of Jura. I
decided to take the short cut inside Carsaig Island. There is plenty of water
but the wind was very gusty and from all directions as it eddied around
behind the island.
In a strong westerly F4 we tied up at the pier for a break. The bay affords
little shelter from the west and is shallow and dries out a long way offshore.
Not an ideal combination together with a falling tide!
A quick calculation told us that we would just have time to take the short
walk over to Tayvallich on Loch Sween, have a drink and some lunch, and
return to the boat as it came afloat again, the bonus being that the tide
should be helping us up the sound of Jura as well.

Carsaig Bay - Time for lunch before we float off again

Tayvallich must be one of the most sheltered bays on the west coast with
deep water and all facilities. It was well worth a visit.
Arriving in the pub at 1 2.OQpm, it was still empty. By the time the Sunday
lunchtime visitors arrived my socks had stopped steaming and did not leave
wet trails across the floor - i have an `almost-dry" suit.
The seafood soup was delicious.
Back at Carsaig the small jib and double reef gave us a comfortable ride in
the westerly FS. Some people never learn - to delay the exit to rough water I
went inside the island again - 50 tacks later we came out the other end!
Despite the weight in the boat, the self-balers did their job as we reached
back up the sound and then turned right and ran into Crinan Bay.
The river Add has a large tidal estuary immediately north of the Crinan canal
and the water calmed once we passed its entrance. A mile further on, past
the old ferr, we found a perfect place to anchor and camp just below the
towpath.



Crinan Basin - almost empty in early spring

After dinner onboard we walked back to Crinan and visited the bar. A little
later, snug and warm with a pint or two inside us, we started talking to two
others in the bar. As soon as we mentioned the Wayfarer they asked us if we
were going to Dundee - they had been sailing with someone from Dundee
Sailing Club who had heard about the proposed trip. it's a small world!
Crinan consists of the canal basin, two locks and a hotel. There are houses
but there is no room for them by the canal. It is a very pretty spot.

Monday 15* April; Crinan to Auchalick Bay (Cowal)
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A light mist lay over still water in the early morning sun. We arrived at the
sea lock at 8.30 am and after 45 minutes waiting for a no-show from the sea
and dealing with the admin we were on our way,

The Add estuary -a fine overnight stop

Ropes and fenders are needed for lacks. I have a length of heavy blue
polypropylene rope that "fell off the back of a lorry" a long time ago. It is
about 30 metres long - more than adequate for the task.
For fenders I have three pieces of strong gas pipe two metres long. These
were acquired for use as boat rollers (or skids) but when hung just below
deck level they gave excellent protection.
Locking up was usually rough as the water was let in. On the way down,
however, there was little turbulence and the big rope was not required; it was
usually enough to hold onto a ladder.
The charge for a Wayfarer to go through the Crinan Canal is £46.50. It was
diff'icult to find out whether a combined ticket through the two canals would
be cheaper.
The lock keeper, who looks after the sea lock and the adjacent Lock 1 4, rang
to ask British Waterways' head office. They told him to suggest a 28-day
Wanderer ticket at £1 18. I declined. Anyway I would have needed a Wayfarer
ticket!
After that we were left to ourselves and set out on a sunny spring day for the
hinterland.
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Clyde Puffer made famous by the Para Handy stories - these puffers were
designed to fit the locks of the Crinan and Forth & Clyde canals

Trouble struck 10 minutes later, when the engine died. There was nothing
obvious. Fuel - yes; bleed valve open - yes; fuel supply tap on - yes.
But the previous day I had made up some 2-stroke fuel mix and after some
puzzling I decided that I might have added oil to already-mixed fuel rather
than to plain petrol. This would make it a 25:1formula and not a 50:1.
Although I wasn't sure that this would have caused the motor to stall I
changed the fuel and tried again. The motor consented to fire. What a relief. I
suppose it was putting down a marker that it would behave if ! did.
Anyway, it never faltered after that, during about 25 hours running.
The engine is a 2 horsepower Mariner and it keeps up a steady 4- 4.5 knots
on the flat. Waves and headwinds slow it down considerably. It is small and
light and can be mounted on the boat in a seaway. A neutral gear would have
been handy for manoeuvrlng in and out of locks but was not essential. It was
useful to be able to turn the whole motor to give reverse thrust.
i normally kept the motor fixed and steered with the rudder but occasionally,
when the boat had no way on, the rudder was useless.
In some locks on the Forth & Clyde canal there was a strong flow over the
gates so it was awkward leaving the lock with water coming forward under
the boat.
My crew decided that locking was hard work for one person. I took his word

for it because I usually sat in the boat and watched!! Three people would
have been better than two (or one!) for this job but not so good for sleeping

and sailing. Best of all would have been to go in convoy with other boats.



Cairnbaan lock on the Crinan

The day we went through, only two boats went west to east and we passed
about six going the other way. This included the Commodore (?) of the Clyde
Cruising Club with about six helpers to speed his progressl
Waiting at locks gave us a welcome chance to chat to other yachties - all very
friendly. Most were taking boats out to summer moorings at Ardfern etc.
After telling one skipper about our intention to sail to Dundee he commented
with a wry expression: 'The word 'trailer' springs to mind!"
Ha Ha - was he missing the point or were we?
Passing through the Crinan Canal took a full day and it was only with the lock
keepers setting up the locks for us that we made it to the sea lock before
knocking off time at 4.30pm. It was a pity to be in a rush going through the
canal; if you have the chance, stop over-night somewhere along the way.
We transformed the boat from canal to sailing mode while in the Adrishaig
sea lock (which is left open to the sea), then did some shopping and took
showers.
Back onboard, we spent two hours beating down Loch Fyne before the wind
started to die and we went into Auchalick bay for the night.
The tides inside Kintyre are 4 hours different from outside so we lost the
advantage of arriving and departing at high tide. Instead we arrived at low
water and floated all night. It would have been nice to set foot on land but we
had everything we needed.

Dinner Menu:
Aperitif of Rum,
Mushroom soup,
Macaroni cheese
Mars bars
And a rum nightcap or two.



The wine must be at room temperature!

It got dark at 9.1 Spm so we were early bed. It was cold but the payback was
NO MIDGES! Hurray.
The weather forecast for Tuesday and Wednesday mentioned lots of
southeasterly wind and some rain. I had hoped to get a reasonable amount
of southwesterly wind to push us along but the weather doesn't often help
and at least we were never stormbound.

Tuesday 16th April; Auchalick bay to Ardmaleish Point (Bute)

Excitement at breakfast - I spilt some meths when filling the Triangia stove
and the rear hatch cover was soon covered with pale blue dancing flames!
Fortunately there was no damage as there was only a little meths and lain
selflessly employed his canvas wash roll to smother the flames.



It was surprising how little natural fabric there was in the tent. Most cloth
was synthetic and would have caught fire itself and made matters worse.
Everything, including the tent, was fairly damp so there was little risk of
major conflagration.
We set off with full sail from our protected bay but soon realized that we had
too much canvas and retreated to shelter to anchor, change to a smaller jib
and double reef the mainsail. The wind was F4-5, southeasterly with gusts.
We tacked down to the bottom of Loch Fyne at Ardlamont point, coming
ashore at Port Leathan after two hours to warm up.
I had brought a land tent so we put it up and after an hour in our sleeping
bags, with Cup-a-Soups and Jaffa Cakes inside us we were ready for more! We
decided to press on, as we knew that once we had passed Ardiamont Point
we would be running into protected water up the West Kyle of Bute.
We were beating into a heavy swell and shipping a reasonable quantity of
water but with small sails the boat handled well and we had no alarms. We
earned Ardlamont point!
Round the point we headed north. lain immediately felt warmer and I started
to get cold] Kames and Tighnabruaich flashed past as we surfed at times
down the waves.
At the north end of Bute are the small Burnt Islands which made a welcome
break from large-scale lochs and mountains,
Three tacks took us through them and close beside the Colintraive to Bute
ferry. The gap was here small and the ferry was substantial - it looked as if it
filled half of the crossing!
We landed and camped at the east end of the East Kyle and I hope we did not
disturb the large herd of cattle on the shore near us.
lain confessed that he had never been so cold in his life as he had been that
day and "never hated anything as much in all my life as the first half hour'
after we set off from Port Leathan to go round the point.
On the plus side, there were fine views of Arran!

lain - Weather-beaten but warm



Wednesday 1 7 April; Bute to Bowling

We were roused by "Land of Hope and Glory' on Classic FM with Henry Kelly
then it was on with the cold, wet socks!
The wind had dropped but was still southeasterly, not southwesterly. A few
tacks took us round Toward head and into the Clyde.
Time was not on our side as the deadline for locking in at Bowling was
6.30pm and that was still a long way from Toward head. We motored for a
while up to lain's hometown of Dunoon.
lain ran ashore and said hello to his dad and collected delicious homemade
shortbread and cake as well as fish and chips! All in 10 minutes. . anchored
off the beach as there was a fair swell. When we set off again the anchor rope
was round the sheet and the sheet was caught somewhere else. It took a long
time to sort the mess (but only after eating the fish and chips!).
Leaving Dunoon we crossed the Clyde to Gourock and headed on our best
course, north of east.
Before setting out on this trip 1 invested in a hand-held VHF set (ICOM IC-M21
- I can highly recommend it). This was my first excuse to transmit; vessels
passing up the Clyde River are obliged to inform Estuary Control.
With an almost complete absence of commercial shipping, this requirement
seems excessive but rules are rules and l needed the practice!
Two submarines passed us. A tug, a police launch and two small RIBs
accompanied the first. The second only had a police launch following it. We
were well to the side of the loch when the first passed but for one nano-
second i considered being the stand-on boat when the second sub
approached! After all, the loch is deep and wide ... Anyway, not a sensible
policy.
The submarines gave the impression of icebergs - large above the water and
presumably enormous below it. Silent and black, they reeked of latent power.



Submarine with escort passing Dunoon

lain pointed out the `sugar boat" and as it was on our tack we carried on to
it. This ship lies on its side in the middle of the firth where Loch long,
Gareloch, Holy Loch, the Clyde estuary and the River Clyde all meet. We
found it strange that a wreck should be left for nearly 30 years in the middle
of this thoroughfare. It provides a fine perch for Cormorants.
As time was pressing we motored into the wind for 30 minutes to reach the
mouth of the River Clyde at Port Glasgow. Fromn there we tacked up the river
to Bowling.
In its heyday this waterway must have seemed as busy as the Ml Is today,
but now, with most of the shipyards gone, it is a quiet place with only the
many buoys and deserted shipyards to indicate the former industry.
Only one ship went down the river and that was after we had entered Bowling
sea lock. The channel upstream of Dumbarton is only 1 00 metres wide and
concrete training walls join the starboard marks - even a wayfarer has to stay
within the channel at high water to avoid the wall.
Bowling Marina is entered from the river through an old basin. There are two
sets of leading marks which take you round the many hulks that litter the
basin. Once through the sea-lock things improve - a bit!

Hulks block much of the tidal basin outside the Bowling sea lock



The basin is like a small village - people go off to work in suits and ties and
come back at 6pm with their newspapers. Presumably it is cheap
accommodation and close to the city of Glasgow.
Once tied up and fed we retired to the local hostelry to celebrate the
successful completion of the first part of the trip and mark the end of lain's
involvement.
In the pub lain drew the following profound conclusions on his first ever
sailing:
"Overall very enjoyable but only due to my enjoyment of short periods of
hardship!
Cons:
Feeling seasick
Having ears full of seawater
Having stinging eyes from being lashed with seawater
Being soaked through to the skin and continuously being presented with
force 5 winds and rolling seas (we always seemed to be beating) and an
uncomfortable seat.
Having bruised shins from run-ins with centreboard, seats, outboards,
annoying lip thingy on foredeck which seems to serve no purpose other than
to hurt shins whilst crawling on foredeck or alternatively fouling jib sheet. Is
its purpose to stop waves? It doesn't work.
Pros:
Independence from land is incredibly refreshing especially on the west coast
of Scotland where a journey of 50 miles in a car can be covered in two miles
by Wayfarer.
Independence from civilization in our little boat; while our resources lasted
we could have gone anywhere we wished and live quite comfortably
Sense of adventure; landing (or anchoring) each night somewhere completely
unpredictable was great fun. I couldn't help but think of pirates or Vikings at
many points on our journey.
Enjoying having a fulfilling routine. Putting the tent up, rearranging stowed
articles etc. meant doing tasks which directly affect one's life compared to
doing a PhD which in reality is worthless (or at least in the reality that
becomes apparent in a journey like this)."
I leave it to the reader to decide whether lain really enjoyed himself with the
usual mixture of physical discomfort, fear, exhilaration and close encounters
with nature. He savs he would do it again - with a dry suit.

The Forth & Clyde Canal
Bowling basin has been operational for many years. It was only connected to
the Forth last year when the canal was reopened. 110 boats passed through
the canal last year. We were the fourth in 2002 (it opened on April 1st), the
first to go west to east this year and the first Wayfarer since the reopening. I
wonder if any Wayfarers passed through between 1 790 and 1962 when the
canai was open before? I doubt it.
The canal is open but still has many teething problems so British Waterways
issues licences at greatly reduced prices (75% discount). I paid £ 19 and for
this we received assistance from between two and four lock men for two
days.
The main problems we encountered were weeds and rubbish fouling the
propeller, difficult lock gates, unfriendly natives (only for a small stretch at
Maryhill) and lack of draft (not a problem for us!).



The amount of weed varied significantly through the canal but floating
duckweed was everywhere. Stems of thicker reeds were quite common but
the major cause of propeller stoppages was polythene bags. In the two days
we had to clear the propeller about a dozen times. Fortunately we did not
break a single shear pin.



The canal gates hold back the rubbish as well as the water

Thursday 181April; Bowling to Kirkintilloch

By agreement with British Waterways' staff we were ready for departure soon
after 8.00am. A team of three assisted us through all 18 uphill locks on the
canal between 8,30am and 5.00 pm.
There were also several bridges but most of these we could shoot. Keelboats
have to have their masts removed for the whole transit. We could raise our
mast from time to time but it was not advised, as there was no information
about the heights of cables or bridges over the minimum guaranteed three
metres.



Will we fit under the Erskine Bridge?

At Dalmuir, the canal crosses the busy Dumbarton Road. To avoid traffic
disruption a drop lock has been installed. Two lock gates placed 1 Smetres
either side of the road allow a boat to enter the lock on one side of the road,
wait while 500,000 gallons of water is pumped out, pass under the road and
rise up again on the other side. The whole procedure took us around 40
minutes.

Dalmuir lock -Crew changeover point



Dalmuir was the changeover point for the crews. lain left for a well-deserved
bath and I was joined by Vladimir Krivtsov. Vladimir was recommended
highly (and justly) to me but we had not had the opportunity to meet until
now. What if we did not get along? Four days in a confined space could be a
long time!
As my daughter was acting as taxi driver at the changeover I left some wet
clothes and spare food in my car for collection later. Unfortunately I also left
my camera in the bag. I though it was lost in the canal but appeared amongst
the wet socks a week later!
The canal passes round the northwest side of Glasgow, mostly quiet
residential areas, but it also includes the busy Clydebank Shopping Centre.
Here there is a chip shop adjacent to the canal, where it is possible to obtain
a "sail-through" fish supper!
Near the top the canal crosses high over the Kelvin River then climbs the final
few locks, through Maryhill, to the summit.
We had heard a lot about this part of the journey. Boats and crews have
suffered from stone throwing and there have been injuries. We had many
pleasant exchanges with those walking on the towpath.
This final set of locks was the only place where we encountered any trouble -
a group of kids asked if they could come on the boat (no) and then threw a
few small stones from a distance. Elsewhere other youths were driving round
noisily on a motorbike and apparently also trading in drugs. Don't plan to
stay the night in this area!
We did not feel threatened as there were three British Waterways' staff to
look after us and it was only a very short section.

Maryhill locks on a quiet day

Once on the summit pound we no longer needed assistance (1 6 miles to the
f'irst downhill lock). Despite protests of the local BW stafft who had been with
us all day and who wanted to see us safely over the city limits, we decided to
look at the city spur.
This spur winds at high level to within a mile of the city centre. It gives fine
views over the city and ends at Spiers Wharf where the original warehouses
have been beautifully restored to house modern offices.
We returned to the main canal and headed for our overnight stop one and a
half mniles west of Kirkintilloch. The Stables pub was noisy and characterless
so we soon retreated to the boat for an early night.



Friday 19T April; Kirkintilloch to Port Edgar

An early start (7.45am) and a very pleasant patter along at a steady four
knots through Kirkintilloch and past Kilsyth took us to the long wide straight
section of the canal through Dullatur Bog. There is a commercially published
leaflet (14.75 from CEO tel 01 18 939 3567) that is very informative and
includes the Crinan, Forth & Clyde and Union canals. It is a pity that we did
not find out about it till we arrived at Grangemouth. It does make a nice
souvenir!
With a good westerly breeze we would probably have sailed at least part of
the way. As it was, the light wind was on the nose and this meant motoring
all the way. With the engine noise it is difficult to exchange pleasantries (or
otherwise) with walkers and bikers and birdsong and general peace and quiet
is non-existent. 2hp motors may be light, cheap, fuel efficient and reliable
but they are not quiet!

Swans were not impressed by our passing



The Union canal forms a branch off the Forth & Clyde. It branches off near
Falkirk and runs to Edinburgh. It was known as the mathematical river as it
follows the 240 ft contour without locks all the way from Edinburgh.
At Falkirk the canal has to drop 112 ft down to the Forth & Clyde. Instead of
building a series of conventional locks British Waterways has constructed the
Falkirk Wheel in which a section of the canal is rotated down while another is
raised up. It is all very clever and expensive.
it was due to open on May 1, 2002 but due to vandalism flooding the
basement containing electrics, hydraulics and all sorts of other expensive
stuff the opening has been delayed. The Queen will still come on May 24 to
cut a ribbon during her Jubilee tour.
As we were already on the canal we could bypass security and walk over to
the wheel, join guided tours and use the visitor centre facilities! It doesn't
bode well for security in future but we probably looked so out of place in all
our sailing gear that we were not deemed a threat. There were tours that day
for 120 policemen. Regardless of the number of people on the canal the
wheel is set to be a big tourist attraction.
After leaving the wheel we worked our way down through 14 more locks to
the sea lock near Grangemouth and had showers and a cooked meal on the
pontoon. After turning W4659 back into a sailing vessel (but with mast still
down) we set off through the sea lock at 7.30 pm into the grey waters of
river Carron and then the Forth.
Due to the swift tides in the Carron and a road bridge which is restricted for
both air and underwater draft, the calculation about when to leave the sea
lock has to be done rather carefully! For a Wayfarer there would be no
problem and in any case we were leaving at about the right time - just before
high water. We passed under the last bridge and were finally able to put the
mast up. permanently.
We knew we would be sailing in the dark, as there are no suitable stopping
places near industrial Grangemouth. Despite not having a detailed chart we
were able to follow the main channel down river to the bridges. After the
wind died we motored the last mile or so to Port Edgar and tied up at 12.30
am at the nearest available pontoon.
Port Edgar is a large marina with lots of facilities and no doubt costs lots of
money to stay overnight - we left at 9.00am having seen hardly a soul after a
free night. If anyone reading this from Port Edgar wants to send me a bill I
will be happy (ish) to pay!
But seriously, it was very nice to be tied up to a pontoon in a safe harbour
and not get wet feet or have to worry about anchoring.



Saturday 20CApril Port Edgar to Anstruther

With the promise of southwesterly winds F3-4 we set off optimistically
through the bridges. The optimism gradually faded as we tacked through the
road and rail bridges and after avoiding arguing with a frigate bound for
Rosyth we gradually lost the wind.
We spent several hours drifting down with the tide but once we neared
Inchkeith we stopped. We had set up a system of one hour watches on the
helm and when in mid-afternoon Vladimir woke to take over he pronounced
that we were in the same place as we had been 4 hours previously.
The wind did pick up for a while and it was from the southwest. Up spinnaker
and then it carried on getting stronger.
1 am not a regular spinnaker sailor and it takes me 1 0 minutes to rig all the
Heath Robinson bits and bobs to hold it up. The up haul/down is a piece of
rope which goes round the spinnaker pole and then secures to a cleat. When
the wind rises something always gives and this time it was the downhaul. I
took this as a signal and we dropped the spinnaker.
1 enjoy having the sail as it gives one something to do on almost windless
days but the excitement level goes up exponentially with the wind speed and
it doesn't take much to be too exciting on a long cruise, where keeping the
boat the right way up is a high priority!
The wind, of course, promptly died again! In the end we decided to "hoist the
iron tops'l" and motored past Elie, St Monan's and Pittenweem to Anstruther
which, we were told, was an easy harbour entrance with good yacht facilities.
Leading green lights took us directly into the outer harbour followed by a
sharp left into the inner harbour.
in the middle was a sizeable pontoon with a slot just for us. Having arrived at
9.OOpm we set up the tent and were ready to hit the town by 1 0.00pm.
There were two problems. First, the security gate at the end of the pontoon is
kept locked and you get keys from the harbour office, on the other side of
the gate, during daytime only!
Having climbed the gate the second problem was that Anstruther was shut!
After a while we found a restaurant run by a Spanish couple and my Russian
crewman chatted away fluently in Spanish to the owner. I felt that perhaps I
had landed on another planet! Delicious paella though.



Sunday 21stApril; Anstruther to Dundee

Bad forecast -southerly FS16 -a bit much for setting off round Fife Ness.
However reality was different (F3) and with reefed sails (just in case) we set
off on the six miles along the coast as the wind died away again.
With a strong swell and little wind the boat gradually wallowed its way round
the buoy marking the end of the rocks and we turned NW up the coast
towards St And rews.
Vladimir had been looking forward to a visit to the Bass Rock or the Isle of
May. Between the lack of wind and the desire to get home both had been
scuppered. Consolation prize was a visit to the Edenmouth near Leuchars air
base.
This is a pleasant sandy river entrance with plenty of sheltered spots inside
for a picnic. As we headed up the Fife coast the wind was becoming very
variable and the sail plan changed several times.
When we arrived at Edenmouth the wind was blowing hard, and with a strong
southeasterly swell and a low tide it was impossible to see a gap in the
breakers to let us get across into the river.
With a lot of kit in the boat we weren't taking any risks and decided to sail
home via the Abertay buoy at the end of the sandbanks at the entrance to the
Tay.
We sailed off under jib alone, as this gave us four knots and a chance to reef
the main again. As the wind dropped we put up the main and the GPS led us
straight to the buoy.
It is nearly always rough at the Abertay and, with breakers on either side I am
always a little nervous. "No worries", Vladimir brought us round and we
sailed close hauled on the last leg, up river to Dundee.
A little later we spotted a boat coming out, maybe the Pilot, but then it was
travelling too fast. It was the Broughty Ferry lifeboat.
It came over to us and they asked us whether we had come from St Andrews.
Vladimir answered no and they left.
Although we had not come from St Andrews we had been near there so I
called up the lifeboat on the VHF. Forth coastguard replied and said that a
small sailing boat had been reported as being in difficulties one and a half



hours earlier at Edenmouth and had been sailing under jib alone. Although
the time did not quite fit it seemed highly likely that we were the boat in
question. The coastguard must have agreed as the lifeboat came back to us
to confirm the details and then stood down.
Much to Vladimir's distress the lifeboat did not go home but hung around to
make sure that we did not get into any "more" difficulties. Eventually it left
and Viadimir felt able to answer the, by now, pressing call of nature!
Soon after, the inshore lifeboat came up to us. He had also been called out
but had been able to take a short cut through the sands to get out of the
river. The return is not so easy and he had a long trip round the end of the
sands. After a few pleasantries they too left us in peace.
I am very grateful that men are prepared to drop everything and put out at
any time to save lives. This time we didn't need it - next time we might. The
lifeboat crew got a chance to play with their big toy and did not seem too
upset that we were not shipwrecked!
Wayfarer 4659 finally made it to the beach at Dundee Sailing Club at 6.00pm
eight days after leaving Luing. We had had a great trip with lots of variety of
scenery and sailing. Sunshine, warmth and following winds were in rather
short supply but so were rain and midges so no complaints!
Thank you to lain and Vladimir for agreeing to join the trip - i could not have
done it without you. Thank you also to British Waterways and all those who
campaigned, funded and worked to get the Forth & Clyde canal reopened.
I'm sure in time it will become a popular route and the teething problems will
be eliminated.
Now I find I may have to go back abroad for another three summers so am
very pleased to get some sailing in while I can.

Luing sunset - we'll be back soon



Notes

Many thanks to Audrey Lees for editing this text and to Viadimir and lain for
making the trip so enjoyable.

Thanks also to the Ordnance Survey, Imray and GEO projects whose
copyrights I have infringed.

Distances (Miles in straight lines):

Luing to Crinan (via Carsaig) 25
Crinan canal 9
Adrishaig to Bowling 65
Forth & Clyde canal 41
Grangemouth to Dundee 80
Total 230


